Blue Paw Artists (1 x 52) – No animal in the Amazon is more feared and more respected than the spirit of the river – the Anaconda. It haunts swamps and shallow streams where it remains virtually invisible to the trained eye. It is the world's largest and most powerful snake and when its massive coils loop around its prey, few escape. Death comes from total collapse within seconds.

Expedition Wallacea (1 x 52' / HDTV) – In 1850, Alfred Russell Wallace investigated the island world of the Malayan archipelagos – and discovered that the nature there is separated into two parts through a mysterious magical border: A border which still bears his name: The ‘Wallace-Line’. 150 years later, a new generation of investigators travel to the mysterious Wallace-Line to investigate under water. They dive down to a mystical world, a world Wallace was never able to get into. The investors want to discover whether a ‘marine’ Wallace-Line exists.